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When do civilizations begin 
... and end? And how? 
Is this what we are witnessing as the 21st Century matures? 
And as a totally new global architecture presents us with an unrecognizable world? 

This is an entirely new game. It’s time to learn the rules.

UnCivilization: Urban Geopolitics in a Time of Chaos outlines how we are already entering 
an age in which global population levels will begin to decline substantially, even as 
urbanization and economically- and security-driven trans-national migration gather 
pace. Population decline and movement patterns are also intersecting with economic 
and scientific patterns, while urban social attitudes — the politics of urban societies — 
have created a revolutionary new political, social, and strategic reality.

What does it all mean for the stability of nation-states, the prosperity of societies, the 
way we live and wage wars over the coming decades?

From Gregory Copley, author of the widely-acclaimed 
THE ART OF VICTORY

—

on where the global 
strategic architecture —
and modern civilization —
is headed ...
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Gregory R. Copley
“... our only conscious grand strategist”— Yossef Bodansky,
renowned geo-strategist and best-selling author of

Bin Laden: the Man Who Declared War on America
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With key chapters on defense
doctrine for future wars; emerging
intelligence realities; the new logistics
priorities; cyber war in the new age,
and much more ...


